MEMORANDUM ORDER NO. 2022-09

RETITLING OF ONE (1) POSITION IN THE PHILIPPINE FISHERIES DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY (PFDA)

WHEREAS, the Department of Budget and Management (DBM) approved the organizational structure and staffing pattern (OSSP) of PFDA in a letter dated 29 January 2009;

WHEREAS, the PFDA requested for the retitling of its Environmental Specialist position to Environmental Specialist A position in order to align it with Civil Service Commission (CSC) Resolution and Department of Budget and Management (DBM) issuances, to facilitate the publication and the filling-up of said positions;

WHEREAS, the Department of Budget and Management (DBM) Corporate Compensation Circular (CCC) No. 2010 prescribed an Index of Occupational Services (IOS), Occupational Groups, Classes and Salary Grade (SG) for GOCCs/GFIs, including the Environmental Specialist A position under the Infrastructure/Utilities Group;

WHEREAS, under DBM BC No. 2019-1, retitling is defined as a form of reclassification that involves a change in the position title without any change in salary grade allocation and under DBM Budget Circular No. 2018-3;

WHEREAS, the Governance Commission for GOCCs (GCG) pursuant to Republic Act (R.A.) No. 10149 mandates the GCG to “evaluate the performance and determine the relevance of the GOCC, to ascertain whether such GOCC should be reorganized, merged, streamlined, abolished or privatized, …[and] implement the reorganization, merger or streamlining unless otherwise directed by the President;”

WHEREAS, the GCG has determined that it is in the best interest of the State and public to retitle the existing Environment Specialist position, in accordance with existing government policy;

NOW, BE IT –

RESOLVED, that the position of Environmental Specialist (SG 18) with Item No. 144 in the PFDA is hereby RETITLED to Environmental Specialist A (SG 18):

RESOLVED FURTHER, that the implementation of this Order shall comply with the following conditions and guidelines:

1. Implementation of the retitling shall have no added Personal Service Cost to PFDA;
2. PFDA shall prepare an updated staffing pattern (SP) signed by the General Manager to be submitted to GCG within fifteen (15) working days upon receipt of the Memorandum Order;

3. The pertinent civil service, budgetary, accounting, auditing and other applicable laws, rules and regulations shall be complied with.

DONE, in the City of Makati, this 10th day of June 2022.

Digitally signed by:
CHAIRMAN SAMUEL G. DAGPIN, JR.

Digitally signed by:
OIC-COMMISSIONER* JAYPEE O. ABESAMIS

Digitally signed by:
COMMISSIONER MARITES C. DORAL

* By virtue of the Memorandum from the Executive Secretary dated 21 March 2022.